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SPECIAL FEATURES
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The Thermocube tank and components is an
indirect hot water heating system. The tank
retains water at atmospheric pressure, which

EPDM RUBBER LINER
The Firestone Geomembrane
liner is pre-manufactured
to fit the specific dimensions
of the tanks. The liner is moulded

is heated with an external high energy heat

from an EPDM elastomeric membrane

pump or solar system application. This heated

which has an excellent combination of high elasticity

water never leaves the tank and sanitised

and tensile strenghth. EPDM is extremely well suited

mains water, at regulated mains pressure,

for hot water applications.

passes through purpose made 316L stainless
steel heat exchangers which are suspended
into the hot water within the tank, drawing
heat therefrom. This heated sanitised water is
then available for distribution.

UNIQUE MANIFOLD DESIGN
The purpose made rectangular
profile 316L stainless steel
manifolds distribute the
mains water equally through

HEAT EXCHANGER

the heat exchangers. The
manifold and heat exchanger design ensures a very

The heat exchangers

low water pressure drop and serves to reinforce the

are fabricated from 316L

tank structure.

stainless steel spiral
corrugated tubing with 0.3
mm wall thickness which
provides exceptional heat
transfer properties. The
smooth corrugated profile of
the tube generates strong vortexes which increases the
efficiency and reduces the possibility of sludge and lime
scale build up within. The large bore tube provides the
necessary surface area to afford exceptional efficiency
with a low water pressure drop. These heat exchangers
have a maximum operating
pressure of 10 bar. The
tubes are heat treated and
pressure tested during
manufacture and the coils
have a long service lifespan
due to the corrosion resistant
properties of stainless steel.

POLYURETHANE PANELS
The polyurethane panels are the key feature of
this tank. They are specially designed to slot into
each other for ease of assembly. These panels are
constructed from 36 kg/m3 polyurethane, foamed
between 2 Chromadek sheets. The unique patented
design eliminates temperature “bridging” and gives
the tank exceptional
insulation properties; R
value of 2.65 (SANS 10400XA minimum requirement
is 2). Special rolled steel
channels are embedded
within the panels to give
each panel exceptional
strength capabilities.

TYPICAL THERMOCUBE INSTALLATION

EASY TO INSTALL
Thermocube components are
provided in easy to assemble

HOT WATER OUTLET

kits for fast field assembly.

Hot water leaves the Heat
Exchanger manifold providing

EXCEPTIONAL EFFIECIENCY

hot water to the building.

316L stainless steel heat
exchangers are suspended
in the hot water.

UNIQUE
MANIFOLD
DESIGN

COLD WATER INLET
Cold sanitised municipal
water enters the heat
exchanger manifold at
mains pressure.

CIRCULATING PUMPS
HEAT SOURCE

Hot water pumps

HEAT SOURCE
CONNECTION

Heat Pumps, Gas, Solar, Waste Heat

circulate the water

Insulated piping

Recovery or other, provides the

between the tank and

connects the heat

energy to heat the water in the tank.

heat source.

source to the tank.
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THE KEY BENEFITS
»» Reduced Bacteria risk (Legionella), as this is an

»» Easy to transport. All components will fit in a lift

indirect system, which has a low volume of fresh

or can be carried up stairs - no rigging required.

water at a fast replacement rate. Only sanitised

»» Saves space when installed in a plant-room due

municipal water is fed into the hot water

to its unique adaptable design.

reticulation system. This has exceptional water
hygienic advantages.

» » Low risk of scaling and sludge build up as

experienced with traditional bulk storage tanks.

»» Quick in situ assembly.

»» Can be connected to a drain back low pressure

»» Tank retains water at atmospheric pressure.

solar system.

»» Suitable for outside installations.

»» 5 Year Warranty.

»» Exceptional insulation properties.

POLYURETHANE
PANEL SIZES

»» Competitive pricing for a superior product.

*

*

Panels are 60mm thick.

#

CODE

CAPACITY

LxWxH

GROSS
WEIGHT

1a

TC-016

1600 L

1.2 x 1.2 x 1.7

2000kg

1b

TC-018

1850 L

1.2 x 1.2 x 1.9

2250kg

2a

TC-025

2500 L

1.8 x 1.2 x 1.7

3000kg

2b

TC-028

2850 L

1.8 x 1.2 x 1.9

3350kg

3

TC-035

3500 L

2.4 x 1.2 x 1.7

4000kg

4a

TC-038

3850 L

1.8 x 1.8 x 1.7

4500kg

4b

TC-045

4500 L

1.8 x 1.8 x 1.9

5200kg

5

TC-055

5500 L

2.4 x 1.8 x 1.7

6200kg

6

TC-075

7500 L

2.4 x 2.4 x 1.7

8300kg

7

TC-085

8500 L

3.6 x 1.8 x 1.7

9400kg

8

TC-110

11000 L

3.6 x 2.4 x 1.7

12000kg

*

* These tanks have an option to increase the height of the panel from 1.7m to 1.9m

CONTACT US ON 0861 082 913 OR EMAIL info@thermocube.org.za

